










to  expose  domain specific  metadata  along  with  language  attributes.  Quality 
metadata   is   crucial   for   efficient   information   retrieval.  Use   of   standard   and 
common   vocabulary   leads   to   normalization   of   differences   that   arise   due 






the   agricultural   community   and   especially   the   language­wise   disparate   and 
geographically distributed AGRIS network through enriched domain metadata 











It   becomes   essential   therefore   to   include   and   indicate   in  what   language   data   in 












multilingual   structured   thesaurus   of   all   subject   fields   in   Agriculture,   Forestry, 









































DSpace   has   adapted  QDC   (Qualified   Dublin   Core)  metadata   for   description   of 
resources.  But   it   is  not   fully  compliant  and  deviates   from  the   standard   in  a   few 
elements.  However,  DSpace   input   form   is   only   a   default   format   and   it   can   be 
extended   through   ’input­forms.xml’   file.  The main  deviation   is   that  DSpace  uses 
contributor.author   for   creator  more   as   a   legacy.   However,   when   exposing   data 





AGRISAP   uses   elements   ’creator’   and   ’refinedby’,   adding   extra   qualifiers   like, 
creatorPersonal,   creatorCorporate,   creatorConference.   The   element   publisher   in 
AGRISAP is further refined with qualifiers into publisherName, publisherPlace as in 
the case of a typical library catalogue. ’Subject’ (keyterms) accommodates both the 
subject   classification   and  also   subject   keywords   using   controlled   vocabularies   of 
agriculture related thesauri. A major deviation of AGRISAP from QDC is with regard 
to type/medium of a digital object. QDC6 uses the element type for the medium of a 
digital  object,  AGRISAP uses   format.medium instead.  DCMI7  type vocabulary  of 
DSpace   includes:   animation,   article,   book,  book chapter,  dataset,   learning  object, 
image,   image­3D,  map,  musical   score,   plan   of   blueprint,   preprint,   presentation, 




to   enter   the   information   about   the  medium,   following   IMT  which   can   include: 
Microfilm,   Microfiche,   VCD,   DVD,   Audiotape,   Reel,   Film,   Tape,   CD­ROM, 

























































































Language   issues   in  Digital   libraries  are  multifarious  [5].  Over   the years  we have 
observed   the   growth   of   different   types   of   digital   libraries   distinct   by   their   user 
communities, resources, formats and services.This proves that an increasing amount 
of the world’s knowledge is being organized in domain­specific compartments and 
stored   in   digital   form,   accessible   over   the   Internet.   DLs   have   included   in   their 








representation.   Such   as,   internationalization   of   hypertext   markup   language   [6], 
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demand   cross­lingual   services.  Cross­Language   Information  Retrieval   (CLIR),   in 
which methodologies and tools developed for Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
are   being   integrated   with   techniques   and   results   coming   from   the   Information 
Retrieval (IR) field [8]. The other approaches are from knowledge organization field 
using thesauri, ontologies and dictionaries in different languages. Dagobert Soergel 
[9]  discusses  how  in  information   retrieval  a   thesaurus  can  be  used  in   two ways, 
controlled vocabulary indexing and searching and knowledge­based support of free­
text  searching.  Other  issues that  relate   to dealing with multilingual resources in a 
single Digital Library have also been discussed [10]. It is however to be noted that 
various   digital   library   software   and   tools   are   also   now   compatible   with   the 
multilingual documents. Metadata scheme like Dublin Core and MODS etc are also 








the   title.alternative   in   language   other   than   the   default   language   mentioned   in 




For the present  work,  a   test  bed  is  created  using DSpace  repository software.  As 
stated, the default metadata format in DSpace is Qualified Dublin Core. However, we 



























The   input   screens   in  DSpace  are  designed  using   ’input­forms.xml’   file.  This   file 
describes   for   each   metadata   element   along   with   the   characteristics   like   the 
caption/label, qualifier, input data type, help message etc. However, with the official 
version one cannot add language attribute. The language attribute patch to DSpace 
facilitates   extending   the   input­forms.xml   file   by   simply   entering   a   line 



























































































especially   relevant   for  agricultural  content  as   resources  are   in  different   languages 
with AGRIS community spanning over 200 data centres world over. A liveCD having 
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